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DNA performs diverse functional roles in biology, nanotechnology and biotechnology, but current methods for
autonomously synthesizing arbitrary single-stranded DNA are limited. Here, we introduce the concept of primer exchange
reaction (PER) cascades, which grow nascent single-stranded DNA with user-specified sequences following prescribed
reaction pathways. PER synthesis happens in a programmable, autonomous, in situ and environmentally responsive
fashion, providing a platform for engineering molecular circuits and devices with a wide range of sensing, monitoring,
recording, signal-processing and actuation capabilities. We experimentally demonstrate a nanodevice that transduces the
detection of a trigger RNA into the production of a DNAzyme that degrades an independent RNA substrate, a signal
amplifier that conditionally synthesizes long fluorescent strands only in the presence of a particular RNA signal, molecular
computing circuits that evaluate logic (AND, OR, NOT) combinations of RNA inputs, and a temporal molecular event
recorder that records in the PER transcript the order in which distinct RNA inputs are sequentially detected.

DNA is the information carrier for life and encodes the instruc-
tions for diverse molecular functions in the genome. DNA is
also a foundational element in nanotechnology, and is used to

construct nanostructures1–11 and dynamic circuits and devices12–20

with diverse technological applications21–32 (for example, to spatially
organize inorganic and organic materials for nanofabrication and
biomedical applications23,24,27, for super-resolution imaging26 and
as single-molecule tools25,31,32). DNA is also widely used in biotech-
nology applications33–38, such as biosensing, sequence amplification,
genome editing and even memory storage.

Despite the diverse applications of DNA in biology, nanotech-
nology and biotechnology, current programmable methods for
autonomously synthesizing single-stranded sequences are limited.
DNA oligos are typically synthesized non-autonomously through
a staged process that uses specific chemical conditions at each of
several externally controlled steps39. Enzyme-driven methods like
the polymerase chain reaction (PCR)40, loop-mediated isothermal
amplification (LAMP)35, strand displacement amplification (SDA)33,
rolling circle amplification (RCA)34 and polymerase/exonuclease/
nickase (PEN) reactions41,42 are typically limited to producing iden-
tical copies of fixed sequences. To overcome this limitation, we
introduce primer exchange reaction (PER) cascades, which isother-
mally produce single-stranded DNA with arbitrary user-prescribed
sequences in a programmable, autonomous, stepwise fashion with
the aid of a strand-displacing polymerase. The PER cascade starts
with a prescribed DNA primer. Using a catalytic DNA hairpin
mediator, PER then appends to the existing primer a new primer
with an independent, user-specified sequence (that is, a ‘primer
exchange reaction’). The newly extended primer can then trigger the
next step extension, thus forming a programmable PER cascade to
autonomously grow a nascent DNA strand along a prescribed
pathway to produce an arbitrary user-prescribed sequence (Fig. 1A).
Although PEN reaction networks41,42 also use a strand displacing poly-
merase (together with a nicking enzyme) to cascade one primer
sequence into another, the PER cascades introduce the critical new
capability of concatenating newly synthesized transcripts to grow a
nascent DNA strand, which can serve diverse functional roles.

When, and only when, the right set of PER hairpins and the cor-
responding PER primer coexist is a new strand produced autono-
mously in situ. As the strand can be programmed to be of
arbitrary user-specified sequence, it could serve many of the func-
tional roles of DNA described above (for example, structural
elements for nanoconstructs, templates for organizing materials,
chemically active species and so on), providing a way for program-
mable in situ control/delivery of such functions. Additionally, by
interfacing the PER hairpins with external molecular elements,
each of these functional responses could be programmed to
respond to different environmental cues (for example, the presence
or absence of certain combinations of biomolecules, such as
microRNAs; Fig. 1B–E). Such responsive synthesis could be used
to implement molecular behaviours that are tailored to particular
environmental contexts, enabling programmable dynamic molecu-
lar circuits with a wide range of molecular sensing, monitoring,
recording, signal-processing and actuation capabilities.

Here, to explore these conceptual possibilities, we experimentally
demonstrate several distinct types of molecular behaviour that can
be implemented with PER cascades. These include a nanodevice
that transduces the detection of a trigger RNA into the production
of a DNAzyme that degrades an independent RNA substrate, a
signal amplifier that conditionally synthesizes long fluorescent
strands only in the presence of a particular RNA signal, molecular
computing circuits that evaluate logic (AND, OR, NOT) combi-
nations of RNA inputs, and a temporal molecular event recorder
that records in the PER transcript the order in which distinct RNA
inputs are sequentially detected. Collectively, these results suggest
that the PER cascades could provide the basis for a new generation
of programmable molecular devices.

Results
PER mechanism. A PER reaction is patterned by a single catalytic
PER hairpin (Fig. 2A), which prescribes the sequence (domain b)
that becomes appended to primer strands with sequence domain
a. Figure 2C depicts the PER reaction cycle. In step 1, a primer
with sequence domain a binds to its complement a* on the 3′ end
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of the primer. A strand-displacing polymerase can subsequently
extend the primer by copying the b domain (which is termed the
copy region of the PER hairpin) before halting at the stop
sequence (step 2). The copied b domain is then able to compete
with the b domain on the hairpin through the random walk
process of three-way branch migration43 (step 3). Finally, the
extended primer can spontaneously dissociate from the hairpin

once the copied domain b has been displaced (step 4). The
hairpin is then free to interact with another primer in another
cycle of primer exchange. In our experiments, we use 7–9 nt
(nucleotide) primer binding domains, which enable effective
priming in steps 1–2 and permit efficient spontaneous
dissociation in step 4 at 37 °C. The kinetics of this reaction are
further characterized in Supplementary Section 1. Using a series
of 2 min PER reactions with different hairpin concentrations, we
found that the reaction can be roughly approximated as a
bimolecular reaction between primers and hairpins with a rate
constant of 5.4 × 105 M−1 s−1.

Primer exchange hairpins were repurposed from the ‘copy-
and-release hairpin’ that we recently described for the autocyclic
proximity recording mechanism44. Each PER hairpin uses a stop
sequence to halt polymerization45–48. For example, this stop
sequence can be a G–C pair (Fig. 2B) if the a (blue) and b (pink)
domains comprise a three-letter code of As, Ts and Cs, and dGTP
is excluded from the mix. Other stop sequences include chemical
modifications and synthetic base pairs, which permit all four
letters to be synthesized (Fig. 4B and Supplementary Section 2).
Primers can be labelled with a dye on their 5′ ends for tracking in
gel electrophoresis experiments (Fig. 2D). Hairpins also typically
contain an inverted dT or other modification on their 3′ ends to
prevent their extension on the 5′ unbound region of the primer
(if any; not depicted), which could cause the primers to become
irreversibly bound (data not shown).

Primers and hairpins were incubated together with Bst large
fragment polymerase to validate and characterize the basic single
PER (Fig. 2D). The system comprises two components, the
fluorophore-labelled primer and hairpin depicted in Fig. 2B, and
denaturing gel electrophoresis was used to track the progression
of the basic PER. Lane 1 shows the band corresponding to the
primer with no hairpin and lanes 2–11 depict the time progression
of the PER at 10 min intervals with a 100:1 primer-to-hairpin
ratio. These data confirm the catalytic recycling of the hairpin in sol-
ution. Bst large fragment polymerase, which has strong strand-
displacing and no exonuclease activity, was the first polymerase
we tried. As it worked well initially, we used it for all other
systems for consistency. However, other non-exonuclease poly-
merases (for example, Klenow (exo-) and Bsm) were also observed
to be compatible with PER (data not shown).
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PER cascades for synthesizing user-prescribed sequences. PERs
can be chained together to form PER cascades that grow DNA
strands of fixed length and prescribed sequence following a
prescribed reaction pathway. The first PER pathway we
implemented was a cascade of five elongation steps mediated by a
set of catalytic hairpin species (Fig. 3A). With all five hairpins and
the primer present in solution, the pathway proceeds through five
elongation steps (Fig. 3B). Hairpin A catalyses extension of the
primer domain a with domain b. Hairpin B then catalyses the
extension of domain b with domain c, and hairpins C–E catalyse
the extension of c with d, d with e, and e with f, respectively.

Denaturing gel electrophoresis validated the ordered elongation
of the primer strand when mixed with different subsets of the hair-
pins (Fig. 3C). Lane 1 shows a reaction where just the primer and no
hairpins were incubated together. Lane 2 shows the primer incu-
bated with hairpins B–E, which is all hairpins except the one that
initiates the growth, hairpin A. This control shows no detectable
leakage. Lane 3 shows the first elongation step with the primer
and hairpin A incubated together. Lane 4 shows two elongations
when the primer is incubated with the first two hairpins, A and
B. Lanes 5, 6 and 7 show three, four and five elongation steps of
the primer when incubated with hairpins A–C, A–D and A–E,
respectively. The expected lengths of the desired product bands
were further verified by imaging gels after Sybr Gold staining.
Catalytic turnover of all hairpins was verified by the near-complete
conversion of all primers to the last state, despite the hairpins being
present at one-tenth the primer concentration.

To demonstrate how PER-synthesized strands can serve as
elements for nanoconstruction, we sought to synthesize the
staples for a DNA origami2 structure in a one-pot reaction. A struc-
ture comprising a three-letter code scaffold held together by 40
staple strands was designed to fold into a compact rectangular
shape that aggregates along its short end to produce chains of

origami structures. A total of 80 hairpins were designed to syn-
thesize the 40 staple strands from 40 primers (Fig. 3D), each in
two reaction steps (see Supplementary Section 4 for additional
details). The 40 reaction cascades were all run in parallel by incu-
bation with polymerase for 1 h at 37 °C. After heat inactivation,
the scaffold strand was introduced directly into the PER mix and
annealed for 1 h. The designed morphology of the resultant
origami structures was then verified by visualization with atomic
force microscopy (AFM; see Methods and Supplementary
Sections 10 and 11).

We call the primer exchange reaction a ‘molecular primitive’ due
to its generality, modularity and programmability (see Supplementary
Section 5 for other examples of molecular primitives). Using the
PER primitive, we can prescribe the number of steps as well as the
sequence for each of these ordered steps in the reaction cascade.
Additionally, the number of nucleotides added per step can be
changed simply by including additional bases in the copy region
of the PER hairpin’s stem. Note that the copy region can be much
longer than the primer binding region, which is typically kept at
7–9 nt under our typical reaction conditions to simultaneously
allow (1) efficient primer binding and priming for polymerization
and (2) dissociation of the elongated transcript from the hairpin.

These features enable the PER cascade to be programmed to
produce arbitrary user-prescribed sequences, as exemplified by the
five-step synthesis in Fig. 3A–C, the simultaneous operation of 40
orthogonal two-step reaction cascades in Fig. 3D and the synthesis
of a functional DNAzyme in the next section.

Nanodevice for conditional RNA degradation. The DNA strand
produced by PER cascades can serve as in situ synthesized,
functional elements. In addition to serving as structural
components to form nanostructures (for example, as staples for
DNA origami as in Fig. 3D), the strands can also function as
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chemically active species, as shown next. Additionally, the PER
cascade can be programmed to initiate only when encountering
specific molecular triggers. Using these features, we next
demonstrate the construction of a PER nanodevice for conditional
RNA degradation. More specifically, the nanodevice detects the
oncogenic miR-19a signal and subsequently synthesizes a
functional DNAzyme that is programmed to cut an independent
RNA substrate (Fig. 4A). For target detection, we designed a
hairpin to bind the shared 3′ region of the oncogenic microRNAs
(miRNAs) miR-19a and miR-19b49. In response to detection, a
PER pathway synthesizes a DNAzyme (DZ-TWT) that has been
shown to cleave the full-length mRNA of the Twist gene and
promote apoptosis in vivo50.

For this application, a pair of synthetic nucleotides, iso-dG and
iso-dC, were used as a stop sequence on all hairpins (Fig. 4B).
This allowed us to use all four DNA bases in the synthesized
sequences. As an example of an output construct for PER pathways,
we chose to use the DZ-TWT DNAzyme, which has already been
validated in vivo50. DZ-TWT is part of the class of 10–23
DNAzymes that use a 15 nt catalytic loop domain to cut a
purine–pyrimidine bond in a target RNA sequence51. The catalytic
loop is positioned at the cleavage site with the aid of two adjacent
binding arms, whose sequences can be reprogrammed to bind to
and cleave arbitrary RNA targets.

To implement the system logic, three PER hairpins were
designed to synthesize the DZ-TWT sequence only upon detection
of the target miRNA (Fig. 4C). When the target is present, the A
hairpin directs the synthesis of domain a onto the target strand
(step 1). The B and C hairpins can subsequently pattern the appen-
dage of domains b and c, respectively (steps 2 and 3). The completed
a–b–c sequence forms the DZ-TWT sequence, which can bind to a

24 nt fragment of the Twist mRNA sequence (TWT) to form a loop
that catalyses the cleavage of the RNA at a particular base (steps 4
and 5). The DNAzyme can then be recycled after it dissociates
from the cleaved fragments (step 6).

The sequences of the full DNAzyme appended to the target are
shown in Fig. 4D. The three domains into which we split the
DZ-TWT sequence are shown in different colours. The lengths of
the primer binding sites on the hairpins (19s*, as* and bs* on hair-
pins A, B and C, respectively) were adjusted to bind 8–9 nt of the
nascent strand to ensure the nascent strand would dissociate from
hairpins after copying.

To evaluate the nanodevice function, we included different subsets
of hairpins and the FAM-labelled TWT fragment with and without
the Cy5-labelled miRNA target (Fig. 4E). Lanes 1 and 2 show the
TWT fragment and miR-19a bands when incubated without any
hairpins present. Lane 3 shows that there is no elongation of the
miRNA in the presence of the last two hairpins, B and C, but not
the first, A. Lane 4 shows the first step of extension when the
miRNA is incubated with just the A hairpin and TWT fragment.
Lane 5 shows incubation of the target with the first two hairpins, A
and B, which results in two-step elongation. When the target is
mixed with all three hairpins (lane 6), the full DZ-TWT sequence
is appended to it and successfully cleaves the TWT fragment as
expected. But when all the hairpins are mixed without target, no
cleavage of the TWT fragment occurs (lane 7). Catalytic turnover
of the DNAzyme construct is indicated by essentially complete cleavage
of 20 nM TWT RNA with only 10 nM of miRNA target.

Synthetic ‘telomerase’ as an in situ signal amplifier. With the
nanodevice, we were able to synthesize an arbitrary biologically
relevant DNA sequence in response to an arbitrary input
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sequence. This programmability of PER pathways to transduce one
sequence into another presents a modular framework for
engineering environmentally responsive synthetic systems, which
we explored further with several additional applications. We next
implemented a single-hairpin system that synthesizes long strands
of repeated sequence domains (Fig. 5A), which we call a synthetic
‘telomerase’, and then used this construct as a signal amplifier
that grows fluorescent concatemers upon detecting a particular
miRNA input (Fig. 5C).

The synthetic telomerase system comprises a single primer
sequence (with domain a) and a hairpin that catalyses the appen-
dage of a repeated domain a onto the growing strand (Fig. 5A).
For this demonstration, we chose the 10 nt sequence
ATCTCTTATT as the repeated domain, with the hairpin-binding
region corresponding to the last 9 nt of the sequence. As before,
the primer was labelled with a Cy5 fluorophore for gel visualization
and the hairpin was fitted with an inverted dT on its 3′ end to
prevent its extension.

We validated the construct using an experimental set-up similar
to that used in previous demonstrations, varying the hairpin con-
centration over two orders of magnitude to show how the reaction
rate changes (Fig. 5B). Hairpins were incubated with the primer after
15 min of incubation with a specialized hairpin species designed to
consume extraneous dGTP (see Supplementary Section 6 for details).
Lane 1 shows the primer band with no hairpin added and lanes 2–6
show ‘telomeres’ grown with hairpin concentrations ranging from 1
to 100 nM. Increasing the hairpin concentrations resulted in longer
telomeric sequences, which indicates the rate of telomerization can
be tuned by adjusting the hairpin concentration. We also discovered
that the magnesium concentration can be used to modulate the

telomerization rate, providing yet another method for adjusting
reaction kinetics (Supplementary Section 7).

We subsequently devised a strategy for implementing a signal
amplifier that could conditionally grow this type of telomeric
output only in response to the presence of a particular miRNA
signal (Fig. 5C). By designing the sequences to bind a particular
fluorescent dye, we were able to make these synthesized telomeres
fluorescent, allowing for direct visualization of the result under a
blue light. The fluorescence was achieved through binding of the
thioflavin T (ThT) dye, which has been shown to become more
fluorescent once intercalated into the quadruplex motifs formed
by repeats of the human telomeric sequence TTAGGG52. The target
we chose was an oncogenic miRNA, miR-19a49.

Three components are required to implement the detector–
telomerase system (Fig. 5D): a primer (P), a gated hairpin (A) and
a telomerase hairpin (B). To transduce target detection into the syn-
thesis of the human telomeric sequence, a toehold exchange reac-
tion12,13 was designed such that the primer binding site of a PER
hairpin (A) is only exposed in the presence of the cognate miR-
19a signal. The miRNA target can bind onto a short exposed
domain on a protector strand bound to the A hairpin and branch
migrate through the remaining complementary sequence. Once
the complementary miR-19a* domain has been fully displaced,
the protector strand can spontaneously dissociate from the pro-
tected PER hairpin, exposing the primer binding site a* on the A
hairpin (step 1). Once exposed, this PER hairpin facilitates the
appendage of the b domain onto the a domain of primer P (step
2). The b domain corresponds to the human telomeric sequence
TTAGGG, which is subsequently telomerized by a constitutively
active telomerase hairpin B (step 3). Finally, these telomeres form
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a quadruplex structure into which the ThT dye intercalates and
becomes fluorescent (step 4).

The toehold exchange mechanism introduced here allows arbi-
trary input sequences to be connected to arbitrary primer exchange
reactions using gated hairpins (Supplementary Section 8). This is a
more modular and scalable approach than using the input sequence
directly as the primer, as in Fig. 4, and expands the types of dynamic
machinery that can be implemented with PER cascades, as each
individual reaction can now be independently programmed to be con-
ditioned upon different environmental signals. This is exemplified in
the two molecular systems described in the following.

To evaluate the conditional telomerization reaction, we incu-
bated reactions with different subsets of components and visualized
the results on a native PAGE gel (see Methods for full details). Lane
1 in Fig. 5E shows a reaction with just the miRNA and none of the
hairpins. With primer P and telomerase hairpin B, but no gated
hairpin A, the miRNA target does not bind to any oligos and
there is no telomerization (lane 2). With primer P and gated
hairpin A, but no telomerase hairpin B, the miRNA binds to the

protector strand as indicated by the shift in its band (lane 3).
Telomerization only occurs when all three of P, A and B are
present with the miRNA target (lane 4). In the control reaction,
which contains none of the miRNA target, elements P, A and B
produce almost no background telomerization (lane 5).

As a simpler readout method, the fluorescence of the reactions
can be visualized using a Safe Imager 2.0 Transilluminator
through the amber filter unit (vis). This provides a safe, cost-
effective and time-efficient manner of reading out the signal. The
tubes may also be visualized on a fluorescence scanner under the
FAM channel (see Methods for full details).

Logic computation circuits. Signal processing of target sequences
through logic expression evaluation has emerged as a valuable
framework for programming complex dynamic molecular
behaviours12,16. In the following we show how PER can be used to
implement AND, OR and NOT logic for arbitrary sequences
simply by programming which primer sequences become
appended based on the presence (or absence) of target strands.
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The basic strategy is to equilibrate the RNA targets with the gated
hairpins, introduce the primer and read out the result by length
on a gel after incubation (Fig. 6A).

Figure 6B presents the design of an OR gate for two RNA inputs,
which is implemented with two of the gated hairpins introduced in
the previous section (Fig. 5D). Each target can activate one of the two
hairpins and, when one or both of the two hairpins are activated, the
b domain can be appended onto the primer’s a domain. The results
are validated with a denaturing gel, which shows no extended pro-
ducts when neither target is present (Fig. 6B, lane 1). However, if
one or both targets are present, the primer is extended by one
domain (lanes 2–4).

To evaluate whether two targets are both present (AND logic),
their presence is checked in a stepwise manner (Fig. 6C). Primer
domain a does not become extended if neither target is present
(lane 1) or if just the TWT target is present (lane 2). If just the
miR-19a target is present, the primer is extended by one domain
to a–b (lane 3). However, if both targets are present, the primer is
extended to the full a–b–c sequence, indicating successful evaluation
of the AND expression (lane 4).

Implementing NOT logic requires a separation of timescales
between target acceptance and rejection (Fig. 6D). This can be
achieved by including a target-dependent sink reaction hairpin at
a much higher concentration than the hairpin that evaluates to
True (b–c). Thus, if the target, miR-21 in this case, is present,
then the b primers are funnelled into an inactive (grey) state.
However, if no target is present, at a slow rate all of the b primers
will be converted to b–c. The gate is validated by comparing incubation
results without (lane 1) and with (lane 2) the target, respectively.

Finally, we demonstrated that several of these types of gate can be
hooked together to compute the expression (miR-19a OR TWT)
AND (NOTmiR-21) (Fig. 6E). This computation is achieved by cas-
cading the result of the (miR-19a OR TWT) gate from Fig. 6B
into the NOT miR-21 gate from Fig. 6D. The results were validated
as before through gel electrophoresis. Primers remain predomi-
nantly in their unextended state when either no inputs or just
the miR-21 target are present (lanes 1 and 2). When either
just the TWT or just the miR-19a is present, the expression

evaluates to True, as indicated by the fully extended a–b–c
product (lanes 3 and 4). However, when one of these is present in
addition to miR-21, the primer is funnelled into an inactive state
(lanes 5 and 6). Having both miR-19a and TWT but no miR-21
again results in a True result (lane 7), but when all three targets
are present the expression again evaluates to False (lane 8).

These circuit components demonstrate the modularity of the
PER method. The results of one logical evaluation can be cascaded
easily into another by matching synthesized and binding primer
domains, and this type of reconfiguration could in principle be
extended to any primer domain given any single-stranded RNA
or DNA inputs.

Temporal molecular event recorder. We next created a temporal
molecular event recording system that encodes the sequential
order in which two RNA targets are encountered into
dynamically synthesized transcripts (Fig. 7A).

Each of the four hairpins used in this application utilizes the
same method of toehold exchange for target detection as the
signal amplifier and logic circuits. Depending on the order in
which the two RNA signals are introduced, a primer will undergo
one of two elongation pathways (Fig. 7B). If miR-19a is introduced
first, then the initial primer is extended with b via hairpin A. If the
TWT target is then introduced, hairpin B can append c to the
primer. If, on the other hand, TWT is introduced first, then d is
added to the a primer sequence with the exposed C hairpin,
and hairpin D can then append e if the miR-19a signal is
encountered later.

Because the hairpins are designed to copy different numbers of
nucleotides per addition, differentiation of the sequence length is
achieved based on the order in which the signals are introduced
in solution. These results can be read out on a PAGE denaturing
gel (Fig. 7C). By introducing signals at either 1 or 3 h into a 5 h
incubation with the primer and hairpins A–D, the recording behav-
iour was evaluated. Lane 1 shows the system with no targets intro-
duced and shows no extension due to the continuous protection of
all four hairpins. Lanes 2 and 3 show a single extension of a 10 nt
step patterned by hairpin A when miR-19a (miR) was introduced
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at 1 and 3 h, respectively. Introducing TWT at 1 or 3 h results in a
single extension of 14 nt by the exposed C hairpin (lanes 4 and 5).
Introducing the miRNA first and then TWT results in two 10 nt
extensions to form the a–b–c sequence. Finally, introducing first
the TWT target and then the miRNA results in two 14 nt extension
steps to form a–d–e, thus validating our ability to read out
the temporal relationship of the two RNA signals in the length of
synthesized DNA.

Discussion
PER dynamically synthesizes arbitrary prescribed DNA sequences
in an autonomous and stepwise fashion. PER cascades are pro-
grammed using catalytic PER hairpins, driven by polymerase,
fuelled by dNTPs and happen in a homogeneous solution under
isothermal conditions. PER allows arbitrary sequences to be con-
catenated into a desired transcript, reactions can be simply cascaded
together to form prescribed growth pathways, and the synthesis can
be made responsive to current environmental conditions. Together,
these features make PER a versatile programmable platform for
implementing diverse environmentally responsive molecular beha-
viours (for example, the conditional RNA degrader, the in situ
signal amplifier, the logic RNA expression profiler and the temporal
recorder constructed in this Article).

PER provides a new platform for engineering synthetic DNA cir-
cuits and devices, expanding and complementing existing methods
such as those based on toehold-mediated branch migration53,54,
which has been the dominant mechanism for implementing
dynamic DNA devices and circuits. Toehold-based circuits and
devices rely on dynamic conditional assembly and disassembly of
presynthesized materials (that is, DNA strands), whereas PER
circuits primarily rely on conditional dynamic synthesis of new
materials (that is, DNA strands). Toehold circuits are typically
engineered via controlled spatial concealing and revealing of cascad-
ing nucleation sites (that is, toeholds) and are fuelled by association
(that is, DNA hybridization-driven) or dissociation (that is,
entropy-driven) of presynthesized units, while PER circuits are
engineered via controlled chemical synthesis of cascading nuclea-
tion sites (that is, primers) and are fuelled by polymerization of
dNTP monomers.

Although both toehold and PER mechanisms can be used to
engineer diverse dynamic behaviours, PER appears to be more
compact in terms of its usage for construction materials (by avoid-
ing using auxiliary strand fragments to effectively sequester toeholds
from interacting with other metastably existing complements in the
system) and fuels (by using dNTP monomers rather than DNA
strands). The compactness and simplicity of PER, for example,
enables the facile design and construction of 40 orthogonal PER cir-
cuits for the in situ synthesis of DNA origami staples (Fig. 3D) and a
single small hairpin-based-signal amplification circuit (synthetic
‘telomerase’ in Fig. 5).

To construct dynamic circuits, both toehold and PER mechan-
isms need to engineer kinetic barriers, which are essential for
manipulating the reaction system’s free energy landscape to
achieve desired component metastability. Toehold circuits
implement these barriers by manipulating weak bonds and hence
tend to suffer leakage, which is the unintended off-pathway reaction
in the absence of the trigger, typically caused by suboptimal spatial
shielding of the pre-synthesized toeholds, for example, due to
‘breathing’ of the DNA duplex of toeholds’ incumbent and vicinity
regions. PER circuits, by implementing such kinetic barriers via the
manipulation of covalent bonds, promise, in principle, to deliver
steeper kinetic barriers and thus to mitigate the leakage problem.
Although a comprehensive and rigorous comparison of leakage in
toehold versus PER systems is still under way, the initial indication
of PER’s resistance to leakage comes from a lack of detectable exten-
sion of a non-cognate primer in the presence of the highest hairpin

concentration used for the synthetic ‘telomerase’ system (for
example, Supplementary Fig. 16).

PER differs from previous demonstrations of various polymer-
ase-based synthetic DNA circuits and molecular computing
schemes in that it provides a general method for autonomous pro-
grammable synthesis of single-stranded DNA in an environmentally
responsive fashion and thus enables the construction of diverse syn-
thetic dynamic devices beyond molecular information processing.
Notable previous examples include the Polymerase/Exonuclease/
Nickase Dynamic Network Assembly toolbox (or PEN DNA
toolbox for short)41,42 and Whiplash PCR55–59. The PEN DNA
toolbox uses sophisticated coordination of polymerase, exonuclease
and nicking enzymes to achieve the controlled generation of primer
cascades to implement various computing functions (for example,
oscillations41,60 and spatial patterns such as spirals and travelling
waves61,62). Unlike PER, which uses the catalytic PER hairpin to
append independent primers to existing primers, the PEN DNA
toolbox typically generates a new cascading primer without conca-
tenating it to the previous one and hence is not suitable for the con-
tinuous growth of a nascent strand with arbitrary user-prescribed
sequence. Additionally, the reliance on various nucleases puts con-
straints on the sequences (for example, enzyme recognition sites)
that may be produced. Therefore, PEN reactions have similar cas-
cading capabilities, but the concatenation of sequences together
with PER cascades enables the synthesis of new functional materials.
These outputs can serve as structural elements (for example,
origami staples and fluorescent scaffolds), functional elements (for
example, DNAzymes) and records (for example, logic transcripts
and history records). In contrast, the diffusible outputs of PEN cas-
cades are still limited to being exact copies of existing sequences in
solution. Whiplash PCR55–59 uses polymerase to append a new
primer ‘state’ domain to an existing one based on a set of state tran-
sition rules for performing a particular computing function and as a
consequence grows a DNA strand that encodes the state transition
history. Although suitable for implementing state transition-based
computing, Whiplash PCR typically involves staged external manipu-
lation or thermal cycling to achieve successive transition and hence
strand extension, with limited experimental demonstrations.
Theoretical schemes (for example, in refs 57,59) for isothermal,
autonomous operation have been proposed, but not experimentally
validated. Additionally, the strand extension is a by-product of
implementing the desired molecular computing, rather than the
primary purpose, so its general suitability as an autonomous
programmable strand synthesis method remains to be explored.

In addition to RNA inputs and the fluorescence and DNAzyme
outputs demonstrated here, PER reactions could be interfaced with
other diverse environmental triggers and actuation functions, for
example to detect protein input via aptamers63 or programming
protein synthesis output via toehold switches64. PER could also be
directly interfaced with the rich set of DNA strand displacement cir-
cuits54. The programmable sensing, processing, recording and
actuation capabilities of PER circuits could thus unleash a new gen-
eration of molecular programming devices and applications. One
particularly interesting example would be molecular recording: as
long polymers can be grown following different pathways depending
on the current state of the environment, PER devices could be pro-
grammed to record environmental signals over extended periods of
time and the resultant transcripts could be sequenced to recover the
molecular event reports.

Methods
DNA synthesis and purification. All oligos were ordered from IDT, either
unpurified or HPLC-purified. Purified RNA molecules were ordered purified with
RNase-free HPLC. Some unpurified oligos were purified in-house by running 100 µl
of 100 µM unpurified oligo through a Qiagen MinElute PCR purification column
and washed according to the kit instructions. Column-bound oligos were eluted to
15 µl and concentrations were measured using a Nanodrop and their extinction
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coefficients. Oligos were ordered pre-suspended in 1×TE buffer (10 mMTris, 0.1 mM
or 1.0 mM EDTA) buffer at 100 µM, and these concentrations were assumed for all
dilutions, with the exception of MinElute purified oligos. All oligos were diluted in
1× TE to working concentrations of 10 µM, with stock and working solutions of DNA
stored at −20 °C and RNA stored at −80 °C. Oligo sequences for all experiments are
listed in Supplementary Section 9.

PER incubation. All PER experiments were incubated at 37 °C for the indicated
amount of time, usually with 1× ThermoPol buffer with supplemented magnesium
(20 mMTris-HCl, 10 mM (NH4)2SO4, 10 mMKCl, 12 mMMgSO4 and 0.1% Triton
X-100), 0.8 units per µl of Bst Large Fragment polymerase and 10–100 µM of the
appropriate dNTPs. Typically, 20 µl reactions were quenched by heat inactivation of the
enzyme at 80 °C for 20 min and loaded with 10 µl formamide. For RNA-sensitive
samples, reactions were instead quenched with EDTA. For the signal amplifier,
reactions were not quenched but were loaded directly after incubation. Some
experiments were pre-incubated for 15 min to allow the solution to equilibrate.
See Supplementary Section 10 for the reaction details for each experiment.

Gel electrophoresis. Most experiments used 15% TBE-urea PAGE denaturing
gels, which were run at 200 V for 35 min at 65 °C and scanned with the Cy5 and
FAM channels. Gels were also stained with Sybr Gold for several minutes and
subsequently imaged with the Sybr Gold channel (see Supplementary Figs 12–29 in
Supplementary Section 11 for the gel scans of all experiments). Some experiments
used different gel conditions (see Supplementary Section 10 for details).

AFM. AFM imaging was performed on a Nanoscope V machine.

Sequence design. Most sequences were designed using in-house Python
optimization code paired with command line NUPACK executables65. The
NUPACK web application66,67 was also used to analyse constructs.

Data availability. The principal data supporting the findings of this work are
available within the figures and the Supplementary Information. All other data are
available from the corresponding author upon request.

Received 4 February 2017; accepted 6 September 2017;
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